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Abstract
The presenf paper diseusses the memoryless property of distributions on
the realline. The main result asserts that every distribution Q whieh is
memoryless on a set eontaining 0 must be eoneentrated on {O}or (0,00).
It is then shown that this eondition is neeessary and suffieient for Q
to be either the Dirae distribution in 0 or an exponential distribution.
Corresponding results for the geometrie distribution are given as wen.
1 Introduction
The present paper diseusses the memoryless property of distributions on the real
line. The main result asserts that every distribution Q whieh is memoryless on a
set eontaining 0 must be eoneentrated on {O} or (0,00). It is then shown that this
eondition is necessary and suflieient for Q to be either the Dirae distribution in 0
or an exponential distribution. Corresponding results for the geometrie distribution
are given as welle
2 Memoryless distributions
Throughout this paper, let Q : B(R) -+ [0,1] be a distribution and eonsider a set
S E B(R). The distribution Q is memoryless on S if
- Q(S) = 1 and
- the identity Q((x+y, 00)) = Q((x, 00)) . Q((y, 00)) holds for all x, y E S.
Thus, if X is a random variable satisfying Px = Q, then Q is memoryless on S if
and only if
- P(X E S) = 1 and
- the identity P(X > x+y) = P(X > x). P(X > y) holds for all x,y E S.
The preceding identity has an obvious interpretation in terms of eonditional proba-
bilities.
2.1 Examples ..
(a) The Dirae distribution 00 is memoryless on R+ and on No.
(b) Every exponential distribution Exp(a) is memoryless on R+.
(c) Every geometrie distribution Geo('I?) is memoryless on No.
Note that all distributions of Example 2.1 are concentrated on (a subset of) R+,
and that none of them is memoryless on R.
2.2 Theorem. Let Q be memoryless on Sand assume that 0 ES. Then Q
satisjies either Q({O}) = 1 07' Q((O,oo)) = 1.
Proof. Assume that Q((O,oo)) < 1. Since 0 E S, we have
Q((O,oo)) = Q((O,oo)). Q((O,oo)),
hence
Q( (0,00)) 0,
1
and thus
Q((x,oo)) - Q((x,OO)). Q((O,oo))
- 0
for all x E S. Define now z := inf Sand choose a sequence {XrJneN ~ S which
decreases to z. Then we have
Q((z,oo)) - Q (UneN(xn,oo))
- sUPN Q( (xn, 00))
- 0
and hence -00 < z. Since Q(S) = 1, the definition of z together with the previous
identity yields
Q({z}) = 1,
and thus z E S. Finally, since 0 E S, we have either z < 0 or z = O. But z < 0
implies z E (2z, 00) and hence
Q( {z}) < Q((2z,00))
Q((z,oo)). Q((z,oo)),
which is impossible. Therefore, we have z = 0, as was to be shown.
3 The exponential distribution
The exponential distribution can be characterized as follows:
3.1 Theorem. The following are equivalent:
(a) Q is memoryless on (0,00).
(b) Q = Exp(Q) for some Q E (0,00).
In this case, Q = -logQ((l,oo)).
Proof. Assume that (a) holds. By induction, we have
Q((n,oo)) = Q((l,oo)t
and
Q((l,oo)) = Q((l/n,oo)t
2
o
Q((z, 00))
for all n E N. Thus, Q((l, 00)) = 1 is impossible because of
o - Q(0)
infN Q((n, 00))
- infNQ((l,oo)t,
and Q((l,oo)) = 0 is impossible because of
1 Q((O,oo))
sUPN Q((l/n, 00))
sUPNQ((l, 00))I/n.
Therefore, we have
Q((l,oo)) E (0,1).
Define now a:= -logQ((l,oo)). Then we have a E (0,00) and
Q((l,oo)) = exp(-a),
and thus
Q((m/n, 00)) Q((l, 00 ))m/n
_ (exp( _a))m/n
exp(-am/n)
for all m, nE N. This yields
Q((x,oo)) = exp(-ax)
for all x E (0,00) n Q. Finally, for each z E (0,00) we may choose a sequence
{Xn}nEN ~ (0,00) n Q which decreases to z, and we obtain
Q (UnEN(xn, 00))
sUPNQ((xn, 00))
sUPN exp( -axn)
exp( -az).
Since Q((O,oo)) = 1, it follows that Q = Exp(a). Therefore, (a) implies (b).
The converse is obvious from Example 2.1(b). 0
The previous proof follows Barlow /Proschan [1; Theorem 3.2.2].
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3.2 Corollary. The following are equivalent:
(a) Q is memoryless on R+.
(b) Either Q = Do or Q = Exp(o:) for some 0: E (0,00).
Proof. The assertion is immediate from Theorems 2.2 and 3.1. o
With regard to the previous result, note that the Dirac distribution Do is the limit
of the exponential distributions Exp( 0:) as 0: ~ 00.
3.3 Corollary. There is no distribution which is memoryless on R.
Proof. H Q is memoryless on R, then either Q = Do or Q = Exp(o:) for some
0: E (0,00), by Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 3.2; see also Nelsen [2]. On the other
hand, none of these distributions is memoryless on R. 0
4 The geometrie distribution
The results on the memoryless property of the exponential distribution presented in
the previous seetion have a eomplete counterpart for the geometrie distribution:
4.1 Theorem. The following are equivalent:
(a) Q is memoryless on N.
(b) Q = Geo('I9) for Bome '19E (0,1].
In this case, '19 =1- Q((l,oo)).
The verifieation of Theorem 4.1 is straightforward. With regard to Corollary 3.2
and the subsequent remark, note that Geo(l) = Dl.
4.2 Corollary. The following are equivalent:
(a) Q is memoryless on No.
(b) Either Q = Do or Q = Geo('I9) for some '19E (0,1].
To eomplete the diseussion, we reeall the following well-known relation between
exponential and geometrie distributions: H Q= Exp( 0:) for some 0: E (0,00) and if
Q' denotes the unique distribution satisfying Q'( {n}) = Q( (n -1, n]) for all n EN,
then Q' = Geo(l - exp( -0:)).
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